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JÓZSEF BERÉNYI
Nyelvországlás: a szlovákiai nyelvtörvény történelmi és társadalmi okai [Ruling
language: The historical and social causes of the Slovak official language law of 1990].
Pozsony: Forum Alapítvány. 1994. 145 pp.
ZSIGMOND ZALABAI (ed.)
Mit ér a nyelvünk, ha magyar? A "táblaháború" és a "névháború" szlovákiai
magyar sajtódokumentumaiból 1990-1994 [What is our language worth if it is
Hungarian? Hungarian press documents in Slovakia about the "personal-name war"
and the "place-name sign war" in 1990-1994].
Pozsony: Kalligram Könyvkiadó. 1995. 360 pp.

After the Velvet Revolution of 1989 there were hopes that the interethnic conflicts would
decrease in Slovakia. However, the adoption of the Law on the Official Language of the Slovak
Republic in October 1990 curtailed the linguistic rights of the 600,000 indigenous Hungarians
and other minorities. By reviewing two recent Hungarian books published in Slovakia, this
article shows some of the social, political, and linguistic aspects of the conflicts regarding
official language use, bilingual city-limit signs, and non-Slovak personal names in Slovakia
between 1990 and 1995.

In October l991thedeputyministeroftheinteriorSlovakiaissued 
a written statement to the effect that bilingual city-, town-, and village-limit signs
were illegal and ordered local governments to dismantle all such signs. Realizing
that the deputy minister's order violated the constitution, the mayor of a village in
predominantly Hungarian-populated Southern Slovakia asked the local police and
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volunteering citizens to stand guard at the village-limit signs. Two years later the
same mayor in what is called Marcelová in Slovak and Marcelháza in Hungarian
made news again: one day he agreed to dismantle the bilingual sign, but five 
minutes later he put it back in place, arguing that although he had agreed with the
government to take the sign down, nothing in the agreement said he couldn't put
it back. For a linguist, this would be a smart violation of inexplicit presuppositions.
The place-name sign war in Slovakia also hit the pages of The New York Times 
on 25 January 1993.

When the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy collapsed in 1918, the architects of the
peace treaties following World War I ignored Hungarian ethnic boundaries,1 and
about two-thirds of historical Hungary's territory was ceded to the newly created
multiethnic states of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia, to an enlarged Romania, and
to Austria. Today indigenous ethnic Hungarians number about 600,000 in Slovakia,
180,000 in Sub-Carpathia, Ukraine, around 2,000,000 in Transylvania, Romania,
and perhaps 300-400,000 in the former Yugoslavia. In over 400 localities in
southern Slovakia ethnic Hungarians constitute the majority of the local population.
The Hungarians in (Czecho)Slovakia have never enjoyed equal rights with the state-
forming Slovaks, and for three years (1945-1948) were even deprived of their
citizenship. At that time speaking Hungarian in the street could earn one a punch
in the face, a forced crewcut or a fine. When communism collapsed in 1989, for a 
short while there were hopes that the interethnic conflicts would decrease in
Slovakia. These hopes soon evaporated when the Slovak Official Language Law
of 1990 was adopted. (As of 1 January 1996 that law is void and null, having been
succeeded by the much more restrictive Slovak State Language Law of 15 November
1995; see Kontra forthcoming.)

The first book under review here, Nyelvorszâglâs "Ruling language" is an insider's
analysis of the historical and social causes of the 1990 Official Slovak Law, and
the political struggles both inside and outside the Slovak parliament leading to the
law's adoption. The author, József Berényi, was an ethnic Hungarian member of
the Slovak parliament at the time. His book consists of 16 chapters written in
Hungarian, and seven appendixes in Slovak. Five of these reproduce the texts of
draft bills introduced by Matica Slovenská (a cultural organization founded in 1863
to foster Slovak) and various Slovak and Hungarian parties, while the sixth contains
the text of the law. The last appendix lists the names of members of parliament
voting for and against the law, including several Hungarians on both sides. The
reason for the split Hungarian vote was that adoption of the highly restrictive law
seemed the lesser of two evils to some deputies.

Space limitations (and this reviewer's taste) warrant only a few highlights of this
excellent case-study of language legislation. First, the enormous interethnic conflict
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surrounding the adoption of the law in October 1990 was to a great extent caused
by politicians. Polls revealed a striking difference between the perception of social
and individual problems. For instance, in answer to "What is the greatest problem
in Slovakia today?", 26.8% of the respondents named nationality conflicts, while
the standard of living was indicated by a mere 6.9%. But the responses to "What
are your greatest personal problems?" were strikingly different: low standard of
living jumped to first place at 17.1%, and nationality conflicts fell to last place at
2.4%. Furthermore, 50% of the Slovaks in settlements with a Hungarian majority
termed the interethnic relations good, but only 17% of the respondents in ethnically
pure Slovak settlements did so (pp. 40-44).

As is common in what on the surface often seems to be a language debate,
accusations of hidden agendas, intent to violate the territorial integrity of a sovereign
state and similar charges are often made in Slovakia (p. 64). Two days after the
adoption of the law a journalist for the Slovak newspaper Pravda wrote: "People
express their dissatisfaction concerning the current circumstances and economic
situation through the Slovak language law" (p. 92).

Soon after the fall of the communist regime in 1989, bilingual place-name signs
went up in several villages and towns with sizable indigenous Hungarian popu-
lations. Well before the debate and adoption of the Official Slovak Law the signs
became the targets of Slovak nationalists who painted over them (pp. 120-121).

In November 1990, an official of the ministry of the interior urged the authorities
to restrict registration of children's forenames to those which were listed in a 
recommended book. If parents wished to register an unlisted forename, they were
required to obtain the approval of the L'udovít Štúr Linguistics Institute. It was the
director of this institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences who authored a language
bill as early as 1968. The list of forenames recommended in 1990 contained
Hungarian names which have Slovak translation equivalents, but no such common
names as Attila or Csaba which have no translation equivalents (p. 118).

The second book under review, Mit ér a nyelvünk, ha magyar? "What is our
language worth if it is Hungarian?" is a collection of newspaper articles on language
conflicts published in Slovakia between March 1990 and December 1993. (Readers
may remember that Slovakia and the Czech Republic separated on 1 January 1993.)
The editor of the book, Zsigmond Zalabai, professor of Hungarian literature at
Comenius University, Bratislava, selected 250 articles written by readers, journalists
and politicians (pp. 9-316). He also assembled in an appendix (pp. 317-344) a 
number of political documents related to the Law on the Official Language in
Slovakia (adopted in 1990), the Law on the Registration of Births, Marriages, and
Deaths (1994), and the Law on Bilingual City-, Town-, and Village-Signs (1994).2
This appendix also contains the texts of these laws, both in Slovak and Hungarian.
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There is a preface (pp. 5-7) and an afterword (pp. 345-352) by the editor; in the
preface (p. 6) Zalabai (in my translation) writes:

Interpreters of the Slovak Official Language Law of 25 October 1990 lacked
the benevolence which could have left a legal back door for us, whereby
whatever is not forbidden by law is allowed. For us Hungarians in Slovakia, it
is not the rule of law that this language law has brought, but "language
lawlessness". Rather than end the language wars, this law has become the source
of renewed tension [...] and continual political and social confrontations.

If place names "form part of the cultural, legal, and linguistic history of a country"
(Crosbie 1994: 3191), then social controversy and restrictive language legislation
concerning such names is only to be expected in parts of the world where the idea
of a nation-state is held in high esteem and where territorial disputes form part and
parcel of political discourse ("My ancestors were here first!"). Central Europe has
earned a deservedly bad reputation in this regard. Consider, for instance, the
following illustrative example. Until the end of World War I, the official name of
a major city in historical Hungary was Kolozsvár. After Transylvania was ceded
by Hungary to Romania, it became Cluj. In the 1960s the communist dictator
Ceausescu "added to Cluj its original Roman designation of Napoca. Funar [the
extreme nationalist mayor of the city today -M.K.], however, wanting to go
Ceausescu one better, proposed changing the town's official name from Cluj-Napoca 
to Napoca-Cluj" (Shafir 1994: 29).

The "place-name sign war" was a major conflict for years in Slovakia. Local
referendums were held in many a locality on reinstating historical place names
outlawed by the Slovak communist authorities in 1948; for example, in 1992,
94% of local citizens who voted wanted to reinstate the Slovak place name Bdtorové
Kesy instead of the Communist-invented Vojnice. (Between 1927 and 1948 both
the historical Hungarian name Bátorkeszi and its Slavic calque Bdtorové Kesy were
in official use.) Thus the struggle in this case was not for the revival of a historical
Hungarian place name but the revival of its Slovak calque and the elimination of a 
Communist-inflicted ahistorical name. As the 1992 referendum showed, the local
Hungarian population was ready to accept the Slovak calque (pp. 51-52), only to
be blatantly ignored by the Slovak government.

In 1991 the body advising the government of Slovakia on place-name issues was
composed of representatives of the History and Linguistics Institutes of the Slovak
Academy, the Cartography Institute, the Ministry of the Interior, and Matica
Slovenská, but not CSEMADOK, Matica's Hungarian counterpart. This "termino-
logical committee" (as it was called) often used linguistically ridiculous arguments
when rejecting the revival of old Hungarian names, e.g. Gúta (pp. 20-21). A serious
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rebuttal from the professor of linguistics István Lanstyák (pp. 34-37) had zero
effect — proof of the unmistakable fact that the Slovak linguists, historians and
cartographers on the terminological committee were guided by principles other
than those of sound scholarship.

From the linguistic point of view, the early 1990s saw two kinds of attempts to
cleanse historical Hungarian place names in Slovakia: transliteration and calquing.
The former, which was named transkripcia in Slovak political discourse, consists 
of allowing a Hungarian transliteration of the Slovak name (e.g. Dunajská Streda 
→ Dunajszkâ Sztreda), which, in effect severs the connection between the local
Hungarian population and the historical name of the city (Dunaszerdahely) they
live in, much as the British attempted to sever Jewish continuity with most places
in Palestine in 1931 by transliterating Arabic place names into Hebrew (see Katz
1995: 113). The other way to achieve the same goal is to allow the Hungarian
calque of the Slovak name, but not the historical Hungarian name; thus the result
is Dunaszerda "Danube + Wednesday" rather than Dunaszerdahely "Danube + 
Wednesday + Place" (pp. 117, 193 et passim).

One of the prerequisites for Slovakia's admission to the Council of Europe was
her observance of minority rights concerning place names (p. 111). With certain
conspicuous exceptions,3 the law passed in July 1994 allows Hungarian city-, town-
and village-limit signs where at least 20% of the local population is constituted by
ethnic Hungarians, but only the Slovak names can be used in public documents,
maps and postal communication (p. 343).

The place-name-related sensitivities of some Slovak politicians have not
diminished since the adoption of the 1994 law. In what is called the Justification of
the Slovak State Language Law adopted on 15 November 1995 (see The Slovak 
State Language Law and the Minorities, p. 15) it is claimed that:

A large volume of textbooks and instructional tools from Hungary containing
irredentist material appears in the schools of Southern Slovakia. These materials
seek to evoke feelings of nostalgia toward that former Hungary (Uhorsko)
which is presented as a Hungarian state. Here, Slovakia is understood as part
of "such" a Hungarian state; it is not mentioned by its own name (it is referred
to as the Highlands); they fail to respect even the Slovak names of Slovakian
communities and cities.

But the Slovak name Slovensko is a neologism which has only been used for
two centuries to denote the territory of today's Slovakia, whereas the same area,
an integral part of pre-1920 Hungary, had been called Felsö Magyarorszâg, Felföld
or Felvidék "Upper Hungary, Highlands" for centuries before the Czech philologist
Josef Dobrovsky started to use Slovensko in 1809 (see Kiss 1992: 130). Thus, to
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use the Hungarian name Szlovákia in reference to the scene of, say, a 17th-century
historical event would be anachronistic.

Absurd as it may seem, the people who wrote the Slovak law's justification resent
the use of exonyms, or conventional names in one language of places in another
country, e.g. English Cologne for German Köln. But Slovak politicians have gone
even further when they wanted to influence the government of unified Germany in
their choice of their country's self-designation in Slovak. According to a recent
report (OMRI Daily Digest, 22 January 1996), the Slovak prime minister Meciar
"told German Foreign Minister Kinkel that Germany can decide for itself what
its official name is to be in Slovak, thus settling a dispute that has blocked the
signing of several bilateral treaties. Mečiar's government previously insisted on
the Cold War name — the German Federal Republic — rather than Germany's
preferred name: the Federal Republic of Germany."

In the extremely heated political debate about personal names, the Slovak minister
of culture D. Slobodník remarked in 1993 that "language is law above the law"
(jazyk je zákon nad zákonom), meaning that ethnic Hungarian women must have
their names end in the Slovak -ová (the law of the Slovak language) in contrast to
European principles4 which assert the right to use one's personal name according
to one's wishes (pp. 281-282, 286). Among other things, the sexist discrimination
of this position was pointed out in the press: the insistence on the mandatory use of
-ová denies the right of ethnically non-Slovak women to use their names according
to the rules and traditions of their mother tongue, a right not denied to men. If born
a woman, you must be an -ovâ (p. 300). In the press debates, an ethnic Slovak man
pointed out in 1993 that the mandatory use of -ovâ goes back to the orthographic
reform of 1953, conceived in admiration of Stalin's "brilliant linguistic guidance."
He finds it normal that even after becoming a U.S. citizen, nobody calls tennis star
Martina Navratilová Miss Navratil, and recalls that foreign students in Czecho-
slovakia often protested being called X-ovâ (pp. 303-305).

Discrimination can also be based on other things than sex. For instance, according
to the text on p. 40 of the current official rules of Slovak orthography, Pravidlá
slovenského pravopisu, prepared by linguists in the Štúr Institute and issued in
1991, the spelling of personal names originally written in a Latin alphabet is retained
in Slovak, but certain Hungarian historical names are respelled, e.g. Rákóczi as
Rákoci, and Pâzmâny as Pázman. However, no such respelling is required for
William Shakespeare, which would be Viliam Šekspír (p. 193).

After much debate and controversy, the law on the registration of births, marriages
and deaths was adopted in May 1994 and came into force in January 1995. Ethnically
non-Slovak women may register their names and their daughters' names without
the suffix -ová if they so request. Thus Slovak legislators avoided creating a law
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which would violate human rights (see Jernudd 1994: 130), despite the curious
advice reportedly given to them by the director of the L'udovít Štúr Linguistics
Institute in 1993, which added fuel to the fire of the "language is law above the law"
position by advocating the mandatory use of -ová by all women (pp. 281-282).

Miklós Kontra is head of the Department of Sociolinguistics in the Linguistics 
Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, and Associate Professor 
of English at József Attila University, Szeged. 
DepartmentofSocioliguistics,LingusticsInstitute,HungairanAcadmeyof
Science,Budapest,Hungry

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Der Namenkonflikt in der Slowakei 
Nach der Samtrevolution von 1989 bestand die Hoffnung, daß die Volksgruppenkonflikte in

der Slowakei abnehmen wtirden. Das im Oktober 1990 verabschiedete Gesetz über die Amts-
sprache der Slowakischen Republik hat jedoch die sprachenrechtliche Stellung der 600.000
Volksungarn und der übrigen Minderheiten empfindlich beschnitten. In der Form einer Rezension
zweier kiirzlich in der Slowakei erschienener ungarischer Bücher zeigt der Beitrag soziale,
politische und sprachliche Aspekte der Konflikte um den Sprachgebrauch der Behörden,
zweisprachige Ortsschilder und nichtslowakischsprachige Personennamen in der Slowakei
zwischen 1990 und 1995.

R E S U M O

La konflikto pri nomoj en Slovakio 
Post la velura revolucio en 1989 oni esperis, ke la etnaj konfliktoj en Slovakio malfortiĝos.

Tamen la leĝo pri la oficiala lingvo de la Slovaka Respubliko, akceptita en oktobro 1990, grave
reduktis la lingvajn rajtojn de la 600 000 indigenaj hungaroj kaj la aliaj minoritatoj. Recenzante
du hungarajn librojn lastatempe aperintajn en Slovakio, la artikolo montras sociajn, politikajn kaj
lingvajn aspektojn de la konfliktoj pri la oficiala lingvouzo, pri dulingvaj tabuloj de loknomoj,
kaj pri neslovaklingvaj personaj nomoj en Slovakio inter 1990 kaj 1995.

NOTES
1. See, for instance, Magocsi (1993: 134-135).
2. In common Hungarian parlance in Slovakia this law is known as the táblatörvény "sign

law". The word seems to be a neologism of the 1990s: a search of the over 11 million word
corpus of the Academy Dictionary of Hungarian (housed at the Linguistics Institute in Budapest)
has not revealed a single occurrence of it.
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which would violate human rights (see Jernudd 1994: 130), despite the curious
advice reportedly given to them by the director of the L'udovít Štúr Linguistics
Institute in 1993, which added fuel to the fire of the "language is law above the law"
position by advocating the mandatory use of -ová by all women (pp. 281-282).
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3. In some cases the Communist-invented place names displacing historical names have
prevailed to this day. Perhaps the most controversial of these is the name of a town with 74%
Hungarian population, whose official name since 1948 has been Štúrovo, commemorating L'udovít
Štúr, the 19th-century Slovak patriot. The original name in use from 1546 to 1948, or four centuries
before Communism, was Parkan (in Slovak) or Párkány (in Hungarian), a name of Turkish origin.
In campaigning against the result of a local referendum in 1991, the absurd arguments used by
some Slovaks included an alleged potential increase in unemployment because foreign business
would decrease due to the change back to the old name of the town (p. 41), and people's feelings
would be hurt because they would be reminded of the Turkish rule in the 16th-18th centuries
(p. 61).

4. "Every person belonging to a national minority shall have the right to use his/her surname
and first names in his/her mother tongue and to official recognition of his/her surname and first 
names" (Article 7, Paragraph 2 of Recommendation 1201 [1993] of the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe).
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